
Susan Alyn <susan.alyn@gmail.com>

To Lexington Police Chief Corr: My complaint of illegal trespass against

attorney Ms. Bullwinkel and her theft of my property
4 messages

Susan Alyn <susan.alyn@gmail.com> Sat, Aug 18, 2018 at 6:12 AM

To: Mark Corr <mcorr@lexingtonma.gov>

Cc: Yolanda Grula <yjgrula@gmail.com>

Bcc: Susan Alyn <susan.alyn@gmail.com>, "caregiver.susan" <caregiver.susan@gmail.com>

Chief Corr,

Below is an email I wrote to you and I believe it contains enough

information and facts

for a complaint of illegal trespass by Ms. Bullwinkel.

Attached is the document I emailed to you yesterday, Friday, which I

received via US mail from the court register, prior to her illegal

entry here.

I had been so busy trying to straighten out the banking matters caused

by Salem Five Bank's Shawn Shiffer that I had not yet opened that

court envelope sent to me prior to Wednesday morning when your police

officers broke the lock on my door for an alleged wellness visit from

Minuteman.

One of your officers showed me a 2-page court order I have never

received from the court or from anyone else.

After Wednesday morning, I did open the US mailed court envelope I

received, and I saw that Ms. Bullwinkel had no actual legal authority

to be here on Wednesday.

Please accept my complaint of Ms. Bullwinkel's illegal trespass. Note

that the deadbolt lock on my apt door remains broken and has not been

fixed by the landlord.

Thank you. I will also print out and mail this complaint to you. I

believe Ms. Bullwinkel engaged in an illegal trespass, and a breaking

and entering of this apartment to illegally take photos and steal my

personal banking information and will be filing a false complaint

against me with a district attorney who has already prohibited me from

meeting with the elder abuse person Heidi to report my brother Richard

Grula's on-going financial fraud and elder abuse of my mother, which

has gone on for almost 7 years now.

I believe my brother is working with others who do not like that I am

a witness to public corruption that has been concealed by the media

and law enforcement for decades because it involves former CIA

Director GH Bush and what I believe was his embezzlement of money from

stockholders of a publicly held ad agency and his attempt to conceal
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his wrongdoing with a stock fraud scheme aimed at the public to

generate positive press for the ad agency in the hope this would

create demand for the depressed stock.

I know from my past experience with being harassed by what I now

believe are his agents in two other states in their court systems that

what happens is: the court does not actually function properly because

they actually have no legal right to be in court harassing innocent

people.

I believe that is why the court register Tara in Middlesex has not

mailed to me any court order.

I have now see two forgeries of court orders, one from your office who

showed me a 2-page order when no order is needed for a "wellness

visit" as your officers know; and a 3-page order emailed to me by

Minunteman's Kim Gardner -- but no such order has ever been sent to me

by the court so this too is a forgery.

I hope you accept my complaint of illegal trespass and other wrongful

conduct by Ms. Bullwinkel who did her wrongful conduct while police

were acting under color of law whether the police knew they were or

not, as no court order was needed for Kim Gardner's alleged wellness

visit and no guardian ad litem appointment was ever accepted by Ms.

Bullwinkel who therefore had no businss being here.

Attached is the court envelope and unsigned and unnotarized document I

already emailed and have now emailed to you again.

I will print out this emailed comlpaint and send it to you via certified mail.

Susan Alyn

6214 Lexington Ridge Dr, Lexington, MA 02421

781-296-2347

---------- Forwarded message ----------

From: Susan Alyn <susan.alyn@gmail.com>

Date: Fri, 17 Aug 2018 22:09:39 -0400

Subject: Resent / Fwd: I think I am being framed by Ms. Bullwinkel's

illegal trespass here on Wednesday 8-15-18

To: Yolanda Grula <yjgrula@gmail.com>

Cc: Mark Corr <mcorr@lexingtonma.gov>, Brian Savage <bsavage@lexingtonma.gov>

Re-sent to my mom's correct email address.

---------- Forwarded message ----------

From: Susan Alyn <susan.alyn@gmail.com>

Date: Fri, 17 Aug 2018 22:08:23 -0400

Subject: I think I am being framed by Ms. Bullwinkel's illegal

trespass here on Wednesday 8-15-18

To: Mark Corr <MCORR@lexingtonma.gov>

Cc: Brian Savage <bsavage@lexingtonma.gov>,
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Chief Corr, I think you misunderstood my email.

I believe as a law-abiding citizen I have a right to make a true

criminal complaint to you.

I am being framed for elder abuse and financial wrongdoing by the fake

trustee on

a fake trust allegedly at Ameriprise because my mother wants her money

to buy a house and we filed litigation still pending in Suffolk

Probate Court, for which our civil rights to due process have been

violated by the Commonwealth ever since we filed, since no conference

has been scheduled in almost a year now..

This past Wednesday, three people I had never seen before called your

department to break down our deadbolt lock and apt door. after

pounding on our door and terrorizing my mom and me for quite some

time. These people were:

--a female from Minuteman Protective Services who had a business card,

--a female attorney Ms. Bullwinkel who had

no business card - and claimed to be a guardian ad litem appointed by the court,

yet: the court has sent me no such notarized acceptance by her (only

an unsigned unnotarized form), and

--a male attorney David White who also had no business card - and

claimed to be the attorney appointed for my mother by the court

(documents sent to me by the court but no clarification on his fee as

the court documents say both my mother is indigent and that his fee

will be paid by her estate).

"We're here to check on your safety" claimed Kimberly Gardner from

Minuteman after two officers from your department broke our lock and

broke into our apartment.

My elderly mom and I were safe before they came. They had no

legitimate complaint or basis for a safety check. But now the deadbolt

lock is broken for 4 days and counting, and we are not as safe as

before the lock was broke.

Ms. Bullwinkel took numerous photos of my personal bank statements

while here. She and David White announced that I had said I wanted to

show them "checkbooks.' I said in response I said no such thing. ""Yes

you did" they both claimed. They both lied.

Because two police officers were here, and these were two attorneys, I

went and got personal information to show Ms. Bullwinkel, who then

photographed recent checks, recent receipts, etc, all of which

resulted from recent activity caused by Shawn Shiffer's failure to

take reasonable care in his duties as branch manager, resulting in two

bouced checks despite the fact my mother had far more than enough in

her savings to cover those checks. I was so furious at his misconduct

that I then closed the accounts, but Salem Five Bank failed to issue

the checks from my mom's savings and checking in the correct title,

resulting in more mishaps in me trying to set up new accounts. All of

this happened simultaneously to the date when I am falsely accused of
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elder abuse when there was no evidence whatsoever. Now there is a

mountain of evidence of suspicious financial activity due to the

misconduct of others.

What I now believe Ms. Bullwinkel - who actually has no appointment by

the court - plans to now do is to take her photos she took in this

apartment, after breaking and entering in  by showing police a 2-page

court order that does not actually exist and is a forgery, is to write

a report to the DA, using the photos she obtained her, and make a

false complaint about me to the DA that I am engaging in elder abuse

and financial wrongdoing.

Ms. Bullwinkel should have obtained her evidence from the banks - but

since she actually has no legal authority from any court, she obtained

her evidence by illegal trespass into this apartment, from me, and

will pass off that evidence as evidence from banks to the DA.

I would like to make a complaint to you right now of her illegal

trespass because the evidence that will be used to frame me is

illegally obtained and can not be used against me.

But you do not want a complaint. I believe the police report of this

matter will help me understand more.

My mother and I asked for a police report the next day. We asked for

it to be sent via US mail. I have a stamped copy of my request.

This report should truthfully report how many people were in this

apartment in addition to the 2 police officers, as there were the 3

above. In addition, the community manager Monica and maintenance

supervisor Trent suddenly showed up and took a moisture test reading

and fixed the kitchen garbage disposal. That is now 7. And my mom and

I were here, so that is 9 people in this apartment that Wednesday

morning

If the police report truthfully mentions those who did not have a

business card - attorneys David White and s. Bullwinkel - then I will

know Lexington Police has not been compromised by the fake trustee.

If the police report also truthfully discloses the photo taking

activity by Ms. Bullwinkel of my recent bank records, then I will be

glad to see those facts.

But if the police report from Lexington Police omits mentioning the

presence of all who were here, and omits mentioning the photographing

of my bank records, then I have to conclude:  your department has

already been compromised in this matter.

Dectective Brian Savage never allowed me to meet with him from Family

Services in your department despite my numerous attempts to discuss

this fake trustee and the situation months ago.

The Middlesex DA never responded to my faxed complaint of public

corruption by Jeb Bush. I  also sent that complaint to your

department. The captain of operations responded.
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The Middlesex DA never allowed me to set up an appointment with the

person who investigates elder abuse, Heidi. I tried repeatedly, but

was never given the opportunity to speak with her.

The Suffolk County DA also never responded to my faxed complaint of

public corruption by Jeb Bush.

I ended up contacting the FBI about it. They never responded to me.

My mother and I were communicating with the FBI for years about the

unauthorized taking of her million dollars i life savings. Nothing

came of it even though we emailed evidence and offered to come in

person to be interviewed.

I am realizing now that this "fake trustee" - whomever and whatever it

is - can control law enforcement, the courts, lawyers, the bar

association, banks, schools, and other entities.

I thought at one time this "fake trustee" was a political party or

parties, or a rogue group of people including the media, or a rogue

government entity, or I don't know what.

But now I am thinking: this has to be something related to the federal

government since I have been harassed in 3 states. However my dad

worked for the federal government and did so proudly, and I too worked

for the government as a teacher, This federal govt entity harassing me

is not the same federal govt my dad worked for proudly. This federal

govt entity is a rogue entity bothering private citizens illegally.

But no one stops them

I know this sounds odd, but I feel  like the CIA is harassing me

because I am correct about my belief that former CIA Director GH Bush

is a corrupt crook.

If I was wrong, I think I would never have been harassed. And now I am

about to be framed for crimes that are being manufactured.

So I am waiting to see the Lexington Police report to see if your

department is also compromised as so many others have been.

But in the meantime I am writing and emailing to you a true complaint

of trespassing by Ms. Bullwinkel who had no legal authority to be

here. And the court I believe now has never actually issued any order

in this matter because the complainant against me to MInuteman was an

illegal complainant connected to Ameriprise and the matters in our

pending litigation in Suffolk County,

That is why the court does not function properly. The CIA is not

supposed to be harassing me in court. The CIA is supposed to leave

private American citizens living lawfully in AMerica alone.

I do not wish for anyone to have gone through what I have gone

through, and for no lawful reason. I never did anything wrong in my

life.
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I hope your department has not been compromised. I hope I am wrong

about what I believe is going on here.

But in the meantime, I believe Ms. Bullwinkel trespassed illegally into

this apartment, and illegally gathered evidence to use against me

because she knew she had no legal authority from any actual court of

law and therefore can not go to any bank to legally obtain evidence.

Instead she violated my 4th Amendment rights to obtain her evidence

illegally, from me, after the police broke down the door to our

apartment and handed me a forgery of a court order. What happened here

on Wednesday was all done under color of law,

whether the two Lexington Police officers knew it or not.

No attorney is ever going to present the truth above, They all have

licenses and their job is to keep their license and do what the

government tells them to do.

I am trying to do the right thing at all times. But I have rights that

are being trampled on daily, by the hour, by a lot of people.

And I never did anything wrong in my life. I won a stupid writing

contest. They had no jobs. It was a stock fraud scheme, OK. I walked

away from it. But the politician who was corrupt who stole money from

stockholders for years to benefit himself financially will not let go

of the fact I walked away and exercised my right to dissent from

participating in what I knew to be a hoax. I would not pretend I won a

contest after I discovered the ad was fake.

For that, for having integrity to walk away from a hoax on consumers,

I am being framed 33 years later though I have been harassed nonstop

throughout my life.

Had anything legal been going on with that hoax/sock fraud scheme, I

am sure they would have left me alone. But since this harassment has

gone on for more than 3 decades now, in 3 states, I have to conclude:

GH Bush must have used his position as CIA director to steal millions

from the stockholders of that publicly held ad agency. In my opinion,

he is a crook.

In the opinion of another woman unknown to me personally, Bill CLinton

is a rapist. Is she being harassed day in and day out? Because I don't

see Bill Clinton being prosecuted.

And I know now: it doesn't matter if there was videotape of GH Bush

stealing millions from the public.  No one is going to prosecute him.

He can steal my salary from my careers, my house, my inheritances, my

education, anything he wants and no one will touch him. I did not know

that for a long time. I realize it now.

Today I saw the move "The Darkest Hour." It is a great movie. The

People mattered. I think I should matter. I should not be framed. I

should be allowed to live in peace and privacy.

I never did anything wrong in my life.

Susan Alyn
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On 8/17/18, Mark Corr <MCORR@lexingtonma.gov> wrote:

> Good evening,

>

> There are thousands of good attorneys in the Greater Boston area who handle

> cases such as yours.  If you seek to pursue these matters pro se, that is

> your perogative.

>

> I've just be trying to give you sound advice based on 35-years of

> experience.  However, I am also legally bound not to use police authority in

> civil matters.

>

> I wish you the very best.

>

> Chief Mark Corr

>

>

> ________________________________________

> From: Susan Alyn [susan.alyn@gmail.com]

> Sent: Friday, August 17, 2018 6:35 PM

> To: Mark Corr

> Cc: Brian Savage; Yolanda Grula

> Subject: I read your emails - I already proved to you an attorney lied to

> you today, And, The court register did not respond to me at all today

>

> Re: I read your emails - I already proved to you an attorney lied to

> you  today, And, The court register did not respond to me at all today

>

> Chief Corr,

>

> I am a law-abiding citizen and I have the right to file a criminal

> complaint against a person who took without any legal authorization $1

> million dollars from my mother and to this day has not returned it.

> That is called theft.

>

> My mother and I already filed a complaint with the FBI. They did

> nothing as far as I know.

>

> The DA and everyone else in law enforcement who do not think I have

> the legal right to file a criminal complaint are, I believe, incorrect

> because: my mom tried to have her money transferred up here to the

> local Ameriprise advisor who met with my mother, and medical records

> made at that time here in MA prove my mother had the right to do what

> she was doing. And she did.

>

> But the money never arrived. Instead it went into a fake trust.

>

> Anyone who may attempt to falsely accuse me of wrongdoing in an effort

> to evade the truth is wrong and acting in retaliation. I understand

> this.

>

> I will do the best I can.

>

> I will follow MA law and file a complaint with your department against

> my brother
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> Richard Grula which is notarized since you do not seem to accept the

> email complaint I sent today.

>

> I have a right to stop this harassment by my brother and his MANY,

> MANY agents here in Massachusetts - some of whom are in the media -

> who I believe are embarrassed they were duped for decades by lies of a

> political family who were corrupt. .

>

> My mother and I have a right to live in peace, and I have the right

> not to be the target of a never-ending smear and fraud campaign of

> on-going harassment by many sides.

>

> And my mother has the right not to be forced to live below her means

> because of the greed of others.

>

> Thank you for your emails. I appreciate your concern.

>

> But something needs to be done, besides the advice to get more lawyers

> -- who I am sure will be pressured by forces who control their license

> to throw away all the rights my mom and I have and still have against

> Ameriprise and others.

>

> This has already happened to me in two other states: New York and

> FLorida. Lawyers pretend they forgot the law or pretend they don't

> know it, judges pretend they forgot the law or pretend they don't know

> it, the court transcripts are re-written, and no one does a thing

> about it.

>

> I have already seen this happen twice. Now it is happening here, in

> Lexington, Massachusetts, birthplace of our country. I hope I am

> wrong. I hope it doesn't happen here. We will see.

>

>

> Susan Alyn

>

> cc Mom

> Brian Savage

>

> On 8/17/18, Mark Corr <MCORR@lexingtonma.gov> wrote:

>> Good morning,

>>

>> Ms. Alyn, I just sent you an e-mail in response to the e-mails you have

>> been

>> sending the police department.  I just read this e-mail and must repeat my

>> prior recommendation.  Hire legal counsel to represent you and make the

>> proper appearance on September 7.

>>

>> Respectfully,

>>

>> Chief Mark Corr

>> Lexington PD

>>

>>

>> ________________________________________

>> From: Kristin Bullwinkel [kbullwinkel@BullwinkelBrooks.com]
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>> Sent: Friday, August 17, 2018 9:05 AM

>> To: susan.alyn@gmail.com

>> Cc: Mark Corr; Brian Savage; Yolanda Grula; k.gardner@minutemansenior.org

>> Subject: RE: To Kristen - Please respond by 5PM today / Fwd: Kristen - I

>> do

>> not see any order from the court appointing you

>>

>> Good morning, Ms. Alyn:

>>

>>         The facts as set forth in your email below are not correct.  Email

>> is not the forum to address same.  All concerns should be properly be

>> addressed in the appropriate form at the hearing scheduled in this matter

>> at

>> the Middlesex Probate and Family Court, 208 Cambridge Street, Cambridge,

>> Massachusetts at 8:30 a.m. on Friday, September 7, 2018.

>>

>>         In response to your request for a copy of the Motion and the

>> acceptance of my Appointment, you have received multiple copies of the

>> order

>> you request from Ms. Gardner, including one by email this morning, and the

>> acceptance of my Appointment as Guardian ad Litem was sent to you by mail

>> and you should receive same today.

>>

>>         Thank you.

>>

>> Kristin A. Bullwinkel

>> BULLWINKEL & BROOKS, LLC

>> Counsellors at Law

>> 2 Lan Drive, Suite 120

>> Westford, Massachusetts 01886

>> (978) 320-3400

>> Telecopier (978) 320-3411

>>

>>

>>

>> -----Original Message-----

>> From: Susan Alyn <susan.alyn@gmail.com>

>> Sent: Friday, August 17, 2018 5:55 AM

>> To: Kristin Bullwinkel <kbullwinkel@BullwinkelBrooks.com>

>> Cc: Mark Corr <mcorr@lexingtonma.gov>; Brian Savage

>> <bsavage@lexingtonma.gov>; Yolanda Grula <yjgrula@gmail.com>

>> Subject: To Kristen - Please respond by 5PM today / Fwd: Kristen - I do

>> not

>> see any order from the court appointing you

>>

>> To Kristen Bullwinkel, Esq -

>>

>> You entered this apartment this past Wednesday morning after the Lexington

>> Police were contact by you and they broke our lock and forced their way

>> in.

>>

>> They showed me a 2-page court order that my mom and I have neved received.

>>

>> You represented by your presence that you had a legal right to be here,

>> but
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>>

>> I do not see your signature accepting any appointment by any court and no

>> court order appointing you.

>>

>> It is beginning to appear to me that you were here without any actual

>> legal

>> authority to be here, and without any actual legal authority to be

>> photographing my personal bank records.

>>

>> I emailed you yesterday but did not hear back from you.

>>

>> Please email me today by 5PM with a copy of your signed, notarized

>> signature

>> accepting an appointment from the court, the court order appointing you,

>> and

>> the court order the police briefly showed me that was used as your basis

>> for

>> entry here to this apartment

>>

>> Thank you.

>> Susan Alyn

>> cc Mom

>> Lexington Chief of Police Mark Corr

>> Brian Savage, Lexington Police

>>

>>

>> ---------- Forwarded message ----------

>> From: Susan Alyn <susan.alyn@gmail.com>

>> Date: Thu, 16 Aug 2018 05:43:51 -0400

>> Subject: Kristen - I do not see any order from the court appointing you

>> To: KBullwinkel@bullwinkelbrooks.com

>>

>> To Kristen Bullwinkel -

>>

>> In reviewing the contents of the one envelope I received in the US mail

>> from

>> Tara DeCristofaro, Register at the Middlesex Probate Court, I see an order

>> appointing Doug White (attorney for my mother) but no order appointing

>> you.

>>

>> Do you have a court order signed by the Minuteman attorney appointing you

>> as

>> Guardian Ad Litem and signed by a judge?

>>

>> I see a document which does not appear to be an order and which requires

>> your signature to accept an appointment - but there is no signature from

>> you.

>>

>> Have you signed an acceptance of an appointment to be Guardian Ad Litem?

>>

>> This one page document without your signature states my mother is "a

>> person

>> under disability" - what does that mean and why is that stated?

>>

>> It is unclear to me why your signature is not on this 1-page document
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>> accepting the appointment and why there is no court order as there is for

>> attorney Doug White.

>>

>> Please email and explain.

>>

>> Thank you.

>>

>> Susan Alyn, DPOA

>> Yolanda Grula

>>

>> ---------- Forwarded message ----------

>> From: Susan Alyn <susan.alyn@gmail.com>

>> Date: Wed, 15 Aug 2018 20:05:09 -0400

>> Subject: PS ALso mail to me your report wherein you needed photos of my

>> bank

>> account private information / Fwd: Please mail to me a copy of the 2 page

>> court order

>> To: KBullwinkel@bullwinkelbrooks.com

>> Cc: Yolanda Grula <yjgrula@gmail.com>

>>

>> PS Attorney Bullwinkel, as you said you needed to take photos of all those

>> checks and my private bank accounts information for your report, please

>> also

>> mail to me a copy of your report. Thank you.

>>

>> ---------- Forwarded message ----------

>> From: Susan Alyn <susan.alyn@gmail.com>

>> Date: Wed, Aug 15, 2018 at 6:28 PM

>> Subject: Please mail to me a copy of the 2 page court order

>> To: KBullwinkel@bullwinkelbrooks.com

>> Cc: Yolanda Grula <yjgrula@gmail.com>

>>

>>

>> Dear Attorney Bullwinkel -

>>

>> Tonight I left you a voicemail, requesting that you send me a copy of the

>> 2-page court order the police showed me this morning.

>>

>> I have never seen it before. The court did not send it.

>> We received two other orders (impounding and appointments) but not that

>> one.

>>

>> Also, what is attorney Doug White's email address?

>>

>> Thank you. Kindly email and confirm you have mailed it to me.

>>

>> Susan Alyn

>> 6214 Lexington Ridge Drive

>> Lexington, MA 02421

>>

>

2 attachments
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Unsigned and Unnotarized re Bullwinkel.pdf

4482K

Court Envelope.pdf

1387K

Mark Corr <MCORR@lexingtonma.gov> Sat, Aug 18, 2018 at 7:56 AM

To: Susan Alyn <susan.alyn@gmail.com>

Cc: Brian Savage <bsavage@lexingtonma.gov>

Good morning,

No trespass and no theft took place.  A lawful order, issued by a court of competent jurisdiction, gave a court

appointed guardian the right to see your mother.  Locking your door and/or refusing to answer the door was not

the correct response by you. 

I strongly recommend that you obtain the assistance of legal counsel.

I will ask Detective Savage to speak with your landlord about the deadbolt. 

Respectfully,

Chief Mark Corr 

________________________________________

From: Susan Alyn [susan.alyn@gmail.com]

Sent: Saturday, August 18, 2018 6:12 AM

To: Mark Corr

Cc: Yolanda Grula

Subject: To Lexington Police Chief Corr: My complaint of illegal trespass against attorney Ms. Bullwinkel and her

theft of my property

[Quoted text hidden]

Susan Alyn <susan.alyn@gmail.com> Sat, Aug 18, 2018 at 8:20 AM

To: "caregiver.susan" <caregiver.susan@gmail.com>

---------- Forwarded message ----------

From: Susan Alyn <susan.alyn@gmail.com>

Date: Sat, 18 Aug 2018 06:12:57 -0400

Subject: To Lexington Police Chief Corr: My complaint of illegal

trespass against attorney Ms. Bullwinkel and her theft of my property

[Quoted text hidden]

2 attachments

Unsigned and Unnotarized re Bullwinkel.pdf

4482K

Court Envelope.pdf

1387K

Susan Alyn <susan.alyn@gmail.com> Sat, Aug 18, 2018 at 8:42 AM

To: Mark Corr <mcorr@lexingtonma.gov>

Cc: Yolanda Grula <yjgrula@gmail.com>

Bcc: "caregiver.susan" <caregiver.susan@gmail.com>

Gmail - To Lexington Police Chief Corr: My complaint of illegal tre... https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/h/nv0qj3a25rhy/?&th=1654d0e87...
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Good morning,

I have already emailed to you the attached documents but I am emailing

those 5 documents again, because your email claim to me that I was

aware of and received a court order such as you described is mistaken.

I have never received from the court any such court order.

All I received from the court in the attached envelope from the court

is a motion appointing an attorney for my mother, a 2-page order for

an attorney, a one page unsigned and unnotarized form re Ms,

Bullwinkel, and a motion impounding all documents which I believe is

fraudulent because the underlying complaint was from the fake trustee

on a fake Ameriprise trust we are litigating.

WIthout any court order sent to me via US mail from the court, my

belief is I have a right to protect myself, my mother and property

under the 4th Amendment which prohibits illegal searches and seizures

- and we are not required to open our door, as this is a

constitutional right.

Consequently, I believe I acted appropriately and well within my

constitutional rights, and  this was an illegal trespass and the theft

of property by Ms. Bullwinkel.

I will not be emailing again as I know you have many other duties to attend to.

Respectfully,

Susan Alyn

---------- Forwarded message ----------

From: Mark Corr <MCORR@lexingtonma.gov>

Date: Sat, 18 Aug 2018 11:56:17 +0000

Subject: RE: To Lexington Police Chief Corr: My complaint of illegal

trespass against attorney Ms. Bullwinkel and her theft of my property

[Quoted text hidden]

6 attachments

Pg 1 of 5 :re Bullwinkel.pdf

4482K

Court Envelope.pdf

1387K

Pg2 and Pg 3 re Atty Doug White .pdf

584K

Page 3 of pages 2and3 re DougWhite.pdf

899K

Pg4 of 5 re MOtion for Appt of DOug White.pdf

600K

Pg 5 of 5 - Fraudulent & Illegal Document .pdf

760K
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